Synergy Marine International OK Dinghy
Autumn Press Release
After a successful first year for the Synergy Marine International OK with multiple open
meeting and a British National Championship win our successes have continued into 2013.
2013 has seen more open meeting wins and a very competitive showing at the 2013 World
and European championships.
The very light wind 2013 European Championships in Carnac demonstrated the designs
ability in the lower wind range with Lee Child and Jim Hunt putting in some very good
results. The Dave Rose (Skipper) designs’ credentials were known to be very good when the
wind picks up having won a breezy European Championship in 2002. But the hull shape is
continuing to prove that it is a great all round design that can carry a wide weight range
competitively. Now that Synergy is building the design using modern Epoxy FRP techniques
the boats are not only stiffer, lighter and stronger but more importantly quicker!
Autumn 2013 New Boat Offer
Order a new, ready to trail away and race, Synergy International OK for the 2014 season
before 31st December 2013 for £9495. Normal price £10,431.
For our full International OK price list visit this link http://bit.ly/ok_price_list_autumn_2013.
Synergy OK Mast Development Update
This year we started development of our new OK carbon masts. The first two masts are
already in use and are proving competitive with the first “soft” prototype finishing 11th at the
2013 British Nationals and winning a race at the Ardleigh open meeting. The development of
the masts will continue this winter as we further develop our laminate specification and mast
bend database. Our intention over the winter is to finalise the bend characteristics for soft,
medium and stiff section masts to suit OK sailors across the weight spectrum.
We anticipate building a further 3 to 4 development masts over the winter for testing. If you
would be interested in purchasing one of these development masts at a bargain price of
£1200 ex delivery or have any questions about our masts then please contact by email or
phone on the number below.
About Synergy Marine
Synergy Marine was founded in January 2010 by OK and Lark sailor, Simon Cox, as a boat
building and repair centre on the East Coast of England. The business has CNC router
facilities for manufacture of parts including moulds, rudders and centreboards for all sailing
dinghy classes. We work with wood, glass fibre and carbon composites. We have produced
championship winning dinghies and parts for multiple classes every years that we have been
operating.
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